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Multiple Mechanisms for Integrating Proprioceptive Inputs
That Converge on the Same Motor Pattern-Generating
Network
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Movement-derived sensory feedback adapts centrally generated motor programs to changing behavioral demands. Motor circuit output
may also be shaped by distinct proprioceptive systems with different central actions, although little is known about the integrative
processes by which such convergent sensorimotor regulation occurs. Here, we explore the combined actions of two previously identified
proprioceptors on the gastric mill motor network in the lobster stomatogastric nervous system. Both mechanoreceptors [anterior gastric
receptor (AGR) and posterior stomach receptor (PSR)] access the gastric circuit via the same pair of identified projection interneurons
that either excite [commissural gastric (CG)] or inhibit [gastric inhibitor (GI)] different subsets of gastric network neurons. Mechanosen-
sory information from the two receptors is integrated upstream to the gastric circuit at two levels: (1) postsynaptically, where both
receptors excite the GI neuron while exerting opposing effects on the CG neuron, and (2) presynaptically, where PSR reduces AGR’s
excitation of the CG projection neuron. Concomitantly PSR selectively enhances AGR’s activation of the GI neuron, possibly also via a
presynaptic action. PSR’s influences also far outlast its transient synaptic effects, indicating the additional involvement of modulatory
processes. Consequently, PSR activation causes parallel input from AGR to be conveyed preferentially via the GI interneuron, resulting in
a prolonged switch in the pattern of gastric circuit output. Therefore, via a combination of short- and long-lasting, presynaptic and
postsynaptic actions, one proprioceptive system is able to promote its impact on a target motor network by biasing the access of a
different sensory system to the same circuit.
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Introduction
Sensory inputs play a major role in defining the motor output
patterns responsible for most behavioral tasks. Multiple studies
on both invertebrate and vertebrate motor systems have shown
that centrally generated motor patterns can be initiated, termi-
nated, entrained, or reconfigured by specific sensory commands
(Katz and Harris-Warrick, 1990; Pearson, 1995; Soffe, 1997;
Combes et al., 1999b; Grillner and Wallén, 2002; Blitz et al., 2004;
Büschges, 2005; Yakovenko et al., 2005; Rossignol et al., 2006).
Most central pattern generators (CPGs), the neural networks that
generate rhythmic behaviors such as locomotion, respiration,
and feeding-related acts, are also subjected to a variety of sensory
influences. The vertebrate locomotor CPG, for example, receives
convergent sensory information from muscle spindles, tendon
organs, and cutaneous receptors (Lundberg et al., 1978; Hult-
born, 2006; Hultborn and Nielsen, 2007). Such multiple afferent

cues, whether arising from distinct proprioceptor systems or
from different sensory modalities (mechanosensory vs visual sig-
naling, for example), must be integrated either directly by the
target CPG itself or at a precircuit level to produce adaptive mo-
tor responses (Jankowska and McCrea, 1983; Blitz et al., 2004;
Hultborn, 2006).

Although the ability of individual sensory inputs to regulate
motor circuit output has been intensively studied, the cellular
and synaptic processes by which converging afferent signals in-
teract to shape motor output is still poorly understood. Inverte-
brate preparations, because of their accessibility for electrophys-
iological investigation and their relative simplicity, have
contributed significantly to our understanding of the mecha-
nisms underlying the sensory regulation of CPG output (Katz et
al., 1989; Harris-Warrick and Katz, 1990; Hooper et al., 1990;
Nargeot and Moulins, 1997; Combes et al., 1999b; Beenhakker et
al., 2004; Büschges, 2005). In the present study, we have used the
stomatogastric nervous system (STNS) of the lobster Homarus
gammarus to study the integrative interactions between two iden-
tified sensory systems that converge onto the well known gastric
mill CPG in the stomatogastric ganglion (STG). These input
pathways arise from separate stretch receptor organs, the single
neuron anterior gastric receptor (AGR) (Simmers and Moulins,
1988a; Combes et al., 1995, 1999a) and the multicellular posterior
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stomach receptor (PSR) (Dando and Laverack, 1969). AGR and
PSR are activated by the contraction of different gastric muscles
in vivo to provide movement-related feedback to the gastric CPG.
Here, we show that the convergent mechanosensory information
arising from these two receptors is integrated at two cellular loci
before reaching the gastric mill circuit: postsynaptically by acting
on the same second-order interneurons intercalated between the
receptors and the gastric motor network, and presynaptically via
direct interactions between the central projections of the recep-
tors themselves. Together, these multiple upstream actions en-
able one proprioceptor (PSR) to control the influence of the
other proprioceptor (AGR) on gastric motor output by selecting
the projection pathway through which AGR accesses the gastric
mill circuit and thereby the output pattern the network expresses.

Materials and Methods
All experiments were performed on adult European rock lobsters, Ho-
marus gammarus, purchased from local commercial suppliers and kept in
aquaria with fresh running sea water maintained at 16°C. Before dissec-
tion, animals were cold-anesthetized in ice for 30 min, and the STNS was
then isolated from the foregut (Fig. 1 A). The bilateral dendritic receptor
endings of AGR were dissected from the two tendons of the anterior
gastric muscles (gm1) as previously described (Combes et al., 1993).
Similarly, each of the bilateral posterior stomach nerves (psn) that carries
axons from the PSR of each side was located at its entry to the corre-
sponding circumesophageal connective posterior to the left or right com-
missural ganglion (Fig. 1 A). The peripheral projections of each psn,
which sometimes included the distally located somata of the PSR itself
(see Fig. 3), were then carefully dissected free from the internal lateral
wall of the thorax (Dando and Laverack, 1969). Motor nerve branches

containing the axons of individual motoneuron types [the lateral poste-
rior gastric (LPG), gastric mill (GM), and lateral gastric (LG) motoneu-
rons] were obtained by dissecting the distal gastric mill innervation to the
corresponding target muscle. The entire STNS preparation, including
the STG, the two bilateral commissural ganglia (CoGs), the single sube-
sophageal ganglion (SEG), and their interconnecting nerves (Fig. 1 B),
was then transferred and pinned down on a silicon elastomer-lined (Syl-
gard 184; Dow Corning) Petri dish. The preparation was superfused
continuously with aerated lobster saline maintained at 15–18°C with a
thermoelectric cooling system (Dagan Corporation). The saline compo-
sition was as follows (in mM): 479.12 NaCl, 12.74 KCl, 13.67 CaCl2-
2H2O, 10 MgSO4, 3.91 Na2SO4, and 5 HEPES, buffered to pH 7.45. In
some experiments, the normal bathing saline was replaced with a high
(2.5� normal) divalent cation solution (i.e., with 34.25 mM Ca 2� and 25
mM Mg 2�) to test for monosynaptic connectivity (Simmers and Mou-
lins, 1988a).

Extracellular recordings were made with platinum wire electrodes
placed against selected nerves and insulated electrically with Vaseline.
Intracellular recordings were made with glass microelectrodes (resis-
tance 10 –30 M� filled with 3 M KAc) placed in the somata (AGR and
STG gastric circuit neurons), dendrites [commissural gastric (CG) and
gastric inhibitor (GI) interneurons], or axon terminals (AGR) after
desheathing the appropriate ganglion. Motoneurons were identified by
correlating intrasomatic spikes with action potentials recorded en pas-
sant in terminal motor nerve branches (see above). After impalement, the
CG and GI projection neurons were identified as described previously
(Combes et al., 1999a). AGR was recorded intracellularly from its soma,
which lies immediately posterior to the STG (see Fig. 3) or from the
receptor’s axon close to its terminals in either CoG. The axons of the PSR
organs were recorded/stimulated extracellularly with Vaseline-insulated
wire electrodes placed against either the left or right psn.

Figure 1. The STNS and gastric mill network of the lobster Homarus gammarus. A, Lateral view showing location of the foregut, gastric mill muscles, and STNS in situ. B, Isolated STNS in vitro. The
gastric mill motor circuit, including the GM, LG–MG, DG, and LPG motoneurons, is located in the STG, from which their axons project caudally in separate bilateral nerve branches. The STG is connected
to the two CoGs and the SEG via the single stn. C, Typical gastric mill output pattern recorded extracellularly from indicated gastric motor nerves (n) in an isolated STNS. GM motoneurons fire in
antiphase with LPG motoneurons and in phase with the LG motoneuron. D, Synaptic connectivity of the gastric mill network. Stick and ball symbols, Chemical inhibitory synapses; resistor symbol,
electrical coupling. Numbers of neurons of each type are indicated in parentheses, when involving more than a single neuron. Neurons of each functional group are electrically coupled, including the
LG–MG neurons. Gastric teeth movements driven by each neuron type is also indicated. GM and DG motoneurons are responsible for protraction (P) and retraction (R) of the medial tooth, whereas
LPG and LG–MG neurons drive opening (O) and closing (C) of the lateral teeth. The gastric mill network also contains a single interneuron, Int 1. CoGL, Left CoG. CoGR, Right CoG.
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AGR was stained by iontophoretic injection
(with 5–10 nA negative current pulses for 20
min) of 3% 5– 6 carboxyfluorescein (Sigma) via
the intrasomatic recording electrode. The sen-
sory neuron was then visualized with blue light
illumination (wavelength, 450 – 488 nm). PSR
somata and central axonal projections were la-
beled, respectively, by passive retrograde or an-
terograde migration of rhodamine-dextran
(5% in 2 M KAc; Sigma) after cutting the psn
either distally close to the receptors’ somata or
near the entry of its axons into the circume-
sophageal connective. Dye migration pro-
ceeded for 24 h at 4°C, and preparations were
then dehydrated, cleared in methyl salicylate,
and visualized under green light (wavelength,
547 nm).

All electrophysiological phenomena re-
ported in this study were observed in at least
three different experiments, which in each case
represents a minimum of 80% of tested prepa-
rations. In experiments in which the phase of
gastric motoneuron activity in motor patterns
elicited by rhythmic AGR stimulation was de-
termined (see Figs. 5, 7), the onset times of suc-
cessive bursts in the LPG and GM neurons were
expressed as a fraction of the corresponding
AGR-elicited cycle that had elapsed before the
start of a given motor burst. In other experi-
ments (see Fig. 9), the amplitudes of AGR-
evoked EPSPs in the GI neuron that occurred at
post-psn stimulus intervals of 1, 20, and 100 s
were compared with control (prestimulus) am-
plitudes by repeated-measures ANOVA fol-
lowed by the Dunnett’s posttest performed with
GraphPad Prism software for Windows version 4. All averaged data are
given as mean � SD, and statistical significance was set at a probability
level of 0.05.

Results
The gastric mill network and its capacity to switch between
different motor output patterns
The gastric motor circuit in the STG of H. gammarus consists of
four motoneuron subsets (Fig. 1D), of which two control pro-
traction (10 GM neurons) and retraction [1 dorsal gastric (DG)
neuron] of the gastric medial tooth, whereas the remaining two
drive opening (2 LPG neurons) and closing [the single LG and
medial gastric (MG) neurons] of the lateral teeth (Selverston and
Moulins, 1987; Combes et al., 1999b). This network, which also
includes a single interneuron (Int1), is spontaneously active in
the isolated STNS, producing a stereotyped motor pattern (Fig.
1C) that consists of coincident bursting in the electrically coupled
LG–MG and GM motoneurons (which innervate the lateral and
medial teeth power-stroke muscles, respectively) occurring in
phase opposition with bursts in the LPG and DG motoneurons
(that innervate the antagonistic lateral and medial teeth return-
stroke muscles, respectively).

As previously described (Combes et al., 1999a), the gastric mill
circuit receives input from two bilateral pairs of identified pre-
motor interneurons that originate in the more rostral CoGs. One
of these projection neurons, the CG interneuron, makes direct
excitatory synaptic connections with the LPG and GM gastric
motoneurons (Fig. 2). Through a combination of this projection
neuron excitation and the strong LG–MG-mediated inhibition of
the LPG neurons, cyclic activation of a CG neuron elicits coacti-
vation of the electrically coupled GM and LG–MG neurons in

phase opposition to the LPG neurons (Fig. 2A, schematic). This
pattern corresponds to a so-called “type 1” gastric motor pattern,
in which the neuron burst phase relationships remain similar to
those expressed during spontaneous gastric network rhythmicity
(Fig. 2A, bottom; compare with Fig. 1C).

In contrast to CG, the second identified projection neuron
(the GI interneuron) influences the gastric network via its direct
inhibition of the LG–MG neuron pair. Rhythmic stimulation of
the GI neuron thus hyperpolarizes and silences LG–MG and the
electrically coupled GM neurons, and in the absence of LG–MG
inhibition the spontaneously active LPG neurons fire in time with
each GI stimulation (Fig. 2B). The motoneuron burst phase re-
lationships in this GI-driven pattern therefore remain equivalent
to the type 1 that occurs spontaneously or in response to CG
stimulation (Fig. 2, compare B with A).

However, when the CG and GI interneurons are coordinately
activated, the GI-mediated inhibition of the LG–MG circuit neu-
rons causes coactivation of the GM and LPG neurons by CG
excitatory input, and a completely different “type 2” gastric pat-
tern, in which the LPG and GM motoneurons fire synchronously
with the two projection neurons, but in antiphase with the
LG–MG neurons (Fig. 2C). Therefore, the expression of the type
1 or type 2 versions of gastric circuit output in vitro, both of which
have been observed in vivo (Combes et al., 1999a), depends on the
relative levels of firing in the two parallel projection neuron
pathways.

The gastric mill network receives input from two different
proprioceptor systems via the same projection neurons
Through its actions on the CG and GI interneurons, a previously
identified proprioceptor, the AGR, whose bilateral stretch-
sensitive dendrites are activated by medial tooth protractor mus-

Figure 2. Two different gastric motor patterns elicited in vitro by cyclic activation of the CG and/or GI projection interneurons.
Top schematics, Previously identified synaptic relationships between the CG and GI neurons and the gastric network (Combes et
al., 1999a). The CG neuron excites the LPG and GM neurons, whereas the GI neuron inhibits the LG–MG neurons. Open circles in
each schematic denote motoneuron subtypes that are coactive with the rhythmically stimulated interneuron(s) (indicated with
bold connections). Hatched circles indicate motoneurons that fire in antiphase with the stimulated projection neuron(s). Bottom,
Motoneuron burst phase relationships in output patterns elicited by activation of either one or both interneurons. A, Cyclic
activation of a CG neuron alone generates a type 1 pattern (i.e., with LPG and GM neurons firing in phase opposition; ellipse). B,
Cyclic activation of a GI neuron alone also produces a type 1 pattern. C, Simultaneous activation of the CG and GI interneurons
drives gastric mill activity in a type 2 pattern in which LPG and GM motoneurons discharge in synchrony with the projection
neurons (ellipse). Data are summarized from Combes et al. (1999a).
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cle (gm1) contraction (Simmers and Moulins, 1988a,b; Combes
et al., 1995), alters gastric network outputs as described above.
AGR’s bipolar soma is located caudally to the STG, and its axon
projects in the stomatogastric nerve (stn) to the bilateral CoGs
(Fig. 3, bottom), where it excites both the CG and GI interneu-
rons. According to its rate of firing, AGR controls the balance of
activation of the two projection neurons and thus determines the
type of output pattern expressed by the downstream gastric mill
network (Combes et al., 1999b). The higher intrinsic excitability
of the CG neuron ensures that its influence on the gastric mill
circuit predominates in response to low to moderate levels of
AGR activation, thereby producing the type 1 gastric pattern (Fig.
2A). During higher levels of receptor discharge, strong facilita-
tion at the AGR-to-GI excitatory synapse leads to a coactivation
of the two interneurons, resulting in a switch to the type 2 gastric
pattern (Fig. 2C).

We now report that a different proprioceptor system, the

PSRs, also accesses the gastric mill network
exclusively via the same CG and GI projec-
tion neurons as AGR. The PSR sensory sys-
tem, originally identified by Dando and
Laverack (1969), consists of bilaterally
symmetric populations of stretch-
sensitive neurons whose somata are
grouped in two peripheral ganglia located
in the psn on either side of the stomach
(Fig. 3, top; see also Fig. 1A). As seen from
the rhodamine-dextran staining of Figure
3 (top right), each PSR is comprised of a
population of 50 – 80 bipolar somata with
axons that are conveyed centrally in the
psn and terminate in the ipsilateral CoG
(Fig. 3, top left) and the single SEG. Previ-
ous studies (Dando and Laverack, 1969;
Nagy, 1981) and findings from in vivo re-
cordings (our unpublished observations)
have indicated that during spontaneous
gastric mill movements, the receptor ter-
minals of the two PSRs are activated by
contraction of the lateral teeth opener
muscles (gm3) that are innervated by the
LPG motoneurons (Fig. 1C).

Projection neuron-mediated effects of
PSR on the gastric motor network
In contrast to AGR, PSR inhibits the CG
interneurons. This is evident in the paired
intracellular recordings in Figure 4A, in
which moderate stimulation (10 Hz for
5 s) of PSR axons in a psn produced a hy-
perpolarization (bottom left trace) of the
ipsilateral CG neuron via discrete IPSPs
(bottom right) that followed each stimulus
pulse 1:1 and at a constant delay. Con-
versely, and as for AGR, PSR depolarizes
and excites the GI interneuron (Fig. 4A,
top left) through discrete constant-latency
EPSPs (Fig. 4A, top right) in response to
the same psn stimulation. In both cases,
these synaptic influences of PSR are prob-
ably direct, because they persisted under
exposure to high divalent cation saline
(data not shown). Moreover, no other

CoG interneuron has been found to be intercalated between the
PSR and the gastric motor network, and consistent with this, the
photoablation of both CG and GI cells in the same CoG (three
preparations) by carboxyfluorescein injection and blue light illu-
mination (Miller and Selverston, 1979) suppressed all actions of
the ipsilateral PSR on the STG network (data not shown). These
findings strongly argue that the action of each PSR on the STG
gastric network, as demonstrated previously for AGR by similar
photoinactivation experiments (Combes et al., 1999b), is medi-
ated exclusively by the same two projection interneurons.

Because PSR synaptically excites only the GI neuron, we next
tested whether stimulating a psn could elicit a type 1 gastric net-
work pattern in a manner similar to that produced by direct
experimental activation of GI, as in Figure 2B (see also Combes et
al., 1999a). This was assessed in the experiment of Figure 4B, in
which a psn was cyclically stimulated (10 Hz for 3 s every 10 s) in

Figure 3. Location and morphology of the PSR and the AGR in the STNS. Top left, Rhodamine-stained terminals of PSR axons
in the ipsilateral CoG (see STNS schematic). Branches of PSR axons also terminate in the SEG. Top right, Somata of PSR neurons in
the distal region of the psn. Bottom, Lucifer-yellow-injected AGR showing its single bipolar soma, bilateral dendrites, and an
ascending axon in the stn, which terminates in the bilateral CoGs. CoGL , Left CoG. CoGR , Right CoG; dend, dendrite.
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a spontaneously nonrhythmic prepara-
tion. Within two psn train stimuli, a co-
ordinated type 1 gastric rhythm was ex-
pressed in which the LPG neuron fired
bursts in phase alternation with bursts in
coactive GM (ellipse) and LG neurons.
Moreover, in an already spontaneously
rhythmic preparation, cyclic psn stimu-
lation (10 Hz for 5 s every 10 s) was able
to entrain ongoing gastric network activ-
ity (Fig. 4C). In this case, from the onset
of psn stimulation, LPG neuron bursts
were extended during each stimulus
train, at which time the GM and LG neu-
rons remained silent. Despite this cycle-
by-cycle prolongation of LPG discharge
and the resultant slowing of the ongoing
gastric rhythm, here again, the relative
timing of bursts in the three different
motoneuron types remained compara-
ble with the burst pattern elicited by di-
rect activation of the GI neuron alone
(Fig. 2 B) (Combes et al., 1999a). These
findings were therefore consistent with
an action of PSR on the gastric mill net-
work that was conveyed principally by
the excitation of the GI neuron, a projec-
tion pathway influence that would be
further reinforced by concomitant PSR
inhibition of the CG interneuron (Fig.
4 A, schematic).

Combined effects of AGR and PSR on
gastric network output
Because a moderately activated AGR acts
principally through its excitation of the
CG interneuron (see above and Fig.
10 A), whereas PSR excites GI, it was rea-
sonable to predict that a conjoint activa-
tion of the two receptors should lead to a
coactivation of the projection neurons,
which in turn would elicit a switch in
gastric circuit output to the type 2 pat-
tern seen in Figure 2C. That this was in-
deed the case is illustrated in Figure 5, in
which an intrasomatically recorded AGR
was stimulated with repetitive depolariz-
ing current pulses (for 4 s every 8 s) to
elicit rhythmic firing at moderate fre-
quencies (�20 Hz) to drive a type 1 mo-
tor burst pattern (Fig. 5A1, left ellipse).
In this typical AGR-evoked pattern,
nerve-recorded GM motoneurons fired
in phase with the activated receptor dis-
charge, whereas the LPG motoneurons
fired bursts in antiphase. This can be further seen at the be-
ginning of the cycle-by-cycle plots in Figure 5B, in which the
phases of successive GM and LPG burst onsets relative to the
beginning of each AGR stimulation were measured in the re-
cording sequence of Figure 5A. With AGR stimulation alone,
the mean phase value for LPG burst onsets was 0.61 � 0.02
(Fig. 5B, top dotted line), whereas that of GM bursts was
0.02 � 0.01 (bottom dotted line). When a psn was additionally

stimulated (10 Hz, 4 s every 8 s) in synchrony with AGR,
within two stimulus cycles the motor burst phase relations had
changed to the type 2 pattern, in which LPG motoneurons
now fired bursts simultaneously with GM (Fig. 5A1, right el-
lipse), resulting in similar phase values at �0 (Fig. 5B). This
pattern persisted throughout the paired receptor activation,
but the burst phase relationships returned immediately to the
type 1 version when psn stimulation ceased (Fig. 5A2,B).

Figure 4. Effects of PSR stimulation (stim) on the GI and CG neurons and on gastric mill network activity. A, Stimulation (10 Hz
for 5 s) of a psn excites an intracellularly recorded GI neuron via discrete, constant-latency EPSPs (see 5 superimposed sweeps at
top right), whereas a simultaneously recorded CG interneuron in the same CoG was hyperpolarized by discrete IPSPs (see 5
superimposed sweeps at bottom right). These PSR synaptic influences are summarized in the schematic at right, which also
includes (in gray) previously identified AGR inputs to the same projection neurons (Combes et al., 1999b). B, Cyclic psn stimulation
(3 s train at 10 Hz every 10 s) in the absence of spontaneous gastric rhythmicity elicits a type 1 gastric motor pattern in which GM
neurons recorded extracellularly in the corresponding motor nerves (n) and an intracellularly recorded LPG motoneuron (mn) fire
alternating bursts (ellipse). C, During spontaneous gastric network rhythmicity, cyclic psn stimulation (5 s trains at 10 Hz every
10 s) prolongs LPG bursts and the ongoing gastric cycle period, and entrains the rhythm without altering LPG and GM antiphase
firing (ellipse).
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These influences of combined receptor stimulation were
therefore compatible with a coactivation of the two projection
neurons via synaptic pathways summarized in Figure 5C,
which specifically involved an AGR-elicited, CG-mediated ex-
citation of the LPG and GM motoneurons in parallel with an

AGR/PSR-elicited, GI-mediated inhibition of the LG–MG
neurons (as in Fig. 2C).

Prolonged influences of PSR on sensorimotor integration
In addition to the transient effects of combined AGR and PSR on
the gastric motor network, sustained actions of psn input, which
could last for up to a minute or more, were evident at higher
intensities of stimulation that again involved receptor influences
on the GI and CG interneurons. As seen in the simultaneous
intracellular recordings of the projection neurons in Figure 6A,
and in accordance with Figure 4A, a single stimulus train (now at
20 Hz) applied to the ipsilateral psn caused GI and CG to depo-
larize and hyperpolarize, respectively. However, after the termi-
nation of sensory nerve stimulation, the membrane potential
(and firing frequencies) of the two projection neurons returned
only slowly over the ensuing several seconds (12 � 5 s; n � 5 trials
in this experiment) to their original levels. As a consequence of
this long-lasting PSR influence, the relative levels of spiking ac-
tivity in the two interneurons, which was higher in CG than GI
before psn stimulation, switched so that the GI interneuron now
became the more active during and after the psn stimulation.
In the example of Figure 6 A, the control firing frequencies of
CG and GI were 23 and 1.5 Hz, respectively, whereas during
the 2 s epoch immediately after the psn stimulation, the mean
firing rate of CG was 15 Hz, whereas that of GI remained at an
elevated 45 Hz.

How do these long-lasting PSR-derived influences alter the
projection neurons’ relationship with convergent input from
AGR? This is assessed in the dual receptor stimulation experi-
ment of Figure 6B, in which single-train stimulation (20 Hz for
2 s) of psn was interposed with ongoing cyclic activation of AGR
by depolarizing current injection. Again, as in the different ex-
periment of Figure 6A, the psn stimulation caused a prolonged
synaptic excitation of GI and inhibition of CG (Fig. 6B1). Before
the sensory nerve stimulation, and as described previously
(Combes et al., 1999b), moderate activation of AGR substantially
increased the mean firing rate of the CG interneuron (here from
13 to 45.5 Hz), whereas the GI interneuron was only weakly ex-
cited, with its firing rate increasing from 1 to 6 Hz (Fig. 6B1, left
rectangle). After the psn stimulation, however, the interneurons’
responses to the same AGR activation were now superimposed
on the sustained increased discharge of the psn-depolarized GI
neuron and on the reduced activity of the psn-hyperpolarized CG
(Fig. 6B1, right rectangle). This psn-derived modification in the
sensitivity of the two projection neurons to AGR input is further
evident in the spike frequency plots of Figure 6B2, which show
that the interneurons’ altered responsiveness to AGR activation
persisted for several tens of seconds after psn stimulation, with GI
only returning to control levels of AGR-evoked discharge after a
poststimulus interval of �50 s. Consequently, the ratio of GI and
CG firing rates evoked by AGR activation (Fig. 6B3), which was
dominated by the CG interneuron before psn stimulation (GI/
CG � 0.12 � 0.01), switched in favor of the GI neuron after psn
stimulation and remained �1 for �10 s before returning to the
prestimulus discharge ratio �40 s later.

The downstream effect of this long-lasting psn-evoked change
in the balance of projection neuron sensitivity to AGR input is
seen in Figure 7, in which a single strong stimulation of a psn was
interposed with ongoing cyclic activation of AGR while recording
from the LG, LPG, and GM motoneurons in the corresponding
motor nerves. Whereas before psn stimulation, moderate depo-
larizations of AGR elicited a type 1 gastric motor pattern, imme-
diately after psn stimulation (20 Hz for 4 s), the continued acti-

Figure 5. Ability of combined PSR and AGR activation to elicit switching between different
patterns of gastric mill output. A1, Cyclic stimulation of AGR by intrasomatic current injection
elicited a type 1 gastric motor pattern [in which nerve (n)-recorded LPG and GM motoneurons
fired in antiphase]. When psn was conjointly stimulated (indicated by bars above traces) with
AGR, gastric activity switched to a type 2 pattern within two to three stimulus cycles. A2,
Continuation of recordings in A1. When psn stimulation (stim) ceased, gastric activity driven by
AGR alone returned immediately to the type 1 pattern. B, Analysis of the AGR�PSR stimulation
sequence in A. Each vertically aligned pair of points indicates the phases of burst onset in the GM
(filled circles) and LPG (open circles) motoneurons relative to AGR stimulation onset over 35
successive stimulus cycles. Additional rhythmic PSR stimulation (10 Hz, 8 s per cycle) is indicated
by shaded vertical bars. Note the PSR-elicited switch in LPG/GM phase relationships from ap-
proximately phase opposition (pattern 1) to same phase (pattern 2). C, Summary schematic of
the synaptic actions of costimulated AGR and PSR on the CG and GI projection neurons, which
lead to the interneurons being coactivated (in bold) and a resultant switch in motor burst phase
relationships from a type 1 to a type 2 pattern.
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vation of AGR alone now evoked gastric motor bursts that had
switched to the type 2 pattern. Furthermore, as with the prolonged
effects of psn on the CG and GI neuron responses to AGR (Fig. 6B),
this altered AGR-driven gastric pattern outlasted the original psn

stimulation by several tens of seconds (that included five motor pat-
tern cycles in this trial) before gastric output returned to the original
type 1 pattern that occurred before psn nerve stimulation. The anal-
ysis of three such trials is shown in Figure 7B, in which the phases of
LPG and GM burst onsets were plotted over consecutive cycles of
AGR stimulation. As seen in the raw data of Figure 7A, immediately
after a single-train psn stimulation, the onsets of LPG bursts, which
were previously in phase opposition (phase, �0.6) with GM (�0) in
the activated AGR cycle, switched to coincident discharge with AGR
for three to five poststimulus cycles before LPG returned to its con-
trol antiphase firing position over the ensuing three to seven cycles.
Together, these results clearly indicate that PSR can modify AGR’s
influence on gastric circuit output, and that this switch is attributable
to the ability of PSR, in both a transient and long-lasting manner, to
change the excitability of the projection neurons through which in-
put from the two receptors is transmitted to the motor network.

Direct PSR-to-AGR synaptic connections
In addition to their different synaptic actions on the CG and GI
neurons, PSR and AGR interact upstream to the two projection
neurons. Experimental support was found for two distinct types

Figure 6. Long-lasting influences of PSR on the GI and CG neurons, and the consequences for
input from AGR. A, Prolonged synaptic depolarization and hyperpolarization, respectively, of intracel-
lularly recorded GI and CG neurons in response to a 2 s (20 Hz) psn stimulation (stim). Insets, Expanded
time-base samples from positions indicated on the main recordings. B, psn stimulation-evoked
changes in responsiveness of the two projection neurons to subsequent AGR activation. B1, Sample
recordings from GI and CG during AGR activation (by depolarizing current injection between arrow-
heads) before and after a single-train (20 Hz) stimulation of psn. AGR’s excitation of the interneurons
is modulated according the long-lasting psn-evoked excitation and inhibition of GI and CG, respec-
tively. B2, Mean spike frequency (freq.) of GI and CG during successive AGR activations (as in B1)
before and after psn stimulation. Before psn stimulation, the CG neuron’s mean firing frequency
increasedto�46Hz(indicatedbytopdottedline)duringAGRactivation,whereasGIwasonlyweakly
excited (�6 Hz, bottom dotted line). After psn stimulation, CG was less activated by AGR over the
ensuing 15 s, whereas GI was more sensitive to AGR activation for �50 s. B3, As a result of these
changes, the balance of firing between the two interneurons (GI vs CG) switched from CG to GI dom-
inance after psn stimulation, with control discharge ratios returning after �45 s. A, B1, Insets, Cali-
bration: 10 mV, 100 ms.

Figure 7. PSR can elicit a long-lasting modification of AGR’s action on the gastric mill net-
work. A, Before a single-train psn stimulation (stim), rhythmic AGR stimulation drives a type 1
gastric pattern (left ellipse), whereas after psn stimulation (20 Hz for 4 s), ongoing AGR activa-
tion elicits for several cycles a type 2 burst pattern (right ellipse). B, Time course of LPG and GM
burst onset phase relationships with cyclic AGR stimulation before (cycles 	5 to 0) and after
(cycles 1–17) psn stimulation (gray bar). Data are from three trials in the same preparation as in
A. Horizontal dotted lines indicate mean phase values for LPG (top) and GM (bottom) burst
onsets during AGR stimulation alone. Data points for LPG and GM pairs have the same symbol
(open for LPG, filled for GM). Note that in one trial (squares and dashed vertical lines), in the
post-psn stimulus period LPG fired transitional double bursts that were both in and out of phase
with GM activity before control antiphase activity returned. n, Nerve.
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of receptor–receptor influence, both of which would comple-
ment the PSR-derived influences on AGR input described above.
These include a presynaptic inhibition of AGR’s axon terminals
by PSR and a selective modulatory enhancement of AGR’s input
to the GI interneuron.

Evidence that the PSR presynaptically inhibits AGR was ob-
tained from intracellular recordings near the AGR’s axon termi-
nals in the CoG (Fig. 8A, schematic). As seen in Figure 8A1 (top
trace), single shock psn stimulation elicited a discrete hyperpo-
larizing IPSP in AGR’s axon that followed each stimulation 1:1
and at constant latency. Continuous hyperpolarizing current ap-
plied to AGR suppressed (at 	2 nA) and then reversed (at 	6
nA) these IPSPs, confirming that they were mediated by chemical
synaptic transmission. Moreover, the psn-derived IPSPs caused a
decrease in both the size and duration of spontaneous spikes
propagating into AGR’s axon terminal when the two events oc-
curred concurrently. This is evident in the different experiment
of Figure 8A2, in which the amplitude and duration of AGR
axonal impulses arriving in the CoG were decreased significantly
( p � 0.01; Mann–Whitney rank sum test) by 6.8 � 0.2 mV
(�10%; n � 20) and 5.7 � 0.4 ms (�40%; n � 20), respectively,
when they coincided with a PSR-evoked IPSP (see asterisk).

In addition to this coincidence-dependent attenuation of in-
dividual AGR impulses by PSR-elicited IPSPs, PSR also exerts
effects on AGR’s axon terminals that do not depend on the pre-
cise timing of receptor firing. As seen in the further experiment of
Figure 8B, when a stimulus train (here 20 Hz for 2 s) was applied
to the ipsilateral psn, two additional synaptic responses were ob-
servable in AGR’s axon terminal: (1) a tonic depolarization dur-

ing the psn stimulation associated with a
significant ( p � 0.01) attenuation in both
amplitude (by 7.3 � 0.1, i.e., �9%; n �
20) and duration (by 3.1 � 0.2 ms, i.e.,
�25%; n � 20) of those spontaneous AGR
impulses that did not coincide with dis-
crete PSR-elicited IPSPs; and (2) a persis-
tent membrane depolarization and spike
height reduction after the termination of
psn stimulation, with both AGR’s mem-
brane potential and impulse amplitude
taking several seconds (�4 s in the case of
Fig. 8B) to return to control levels. These
data indicated a direct and slowly decaying
depolarizing action of PSR on AGR in ad-
dition to transient spike-mediated synap-
tic inhibition, with both processes contrib-
uting to the reduction in size of action
potentials propagating into the latter’s
presynaptic terminals. A likely conse-
quence of these combined short- and
longer-lasting presynaptic actions of PSR
is that spike-evoked transmitter release by
AGR is decreased, thereby diminishing
AGR’s ability to excite the postsynaptic CG
and GI interneurons. Finally, it should be
stressed that the presynaptic effects of PSR
on AGR are likely to be underestimated in
our recordings, because AGR’s axon was
impaled at its entrance into the CoG (Fig.
8, top left schematic), presumably at some
electrical distance from the actual location
of PSR’s output synapses within the gan-
glionic neuropil.

In contrast to the direct inhibitory actions of PSR on AGR, the
excitatory synapse of AGR on GI is subject to selective upregula-
tion by PSR. This further PSR influence is illustrated in Figure 9,
in which AGR-evoked synaptic activity in a GI neuron was mon-
itored intracellularly before and after a psn stimulation. As seen
in Figure 9A, and in correspondence with the experiment in Fig-
ure 6A, a single-train stimulation of psn (20 Hz for 10 s) caused a
slowly decaying depolarization of GI, which took �40 s to return
to its control membrane potential in the poststimulus period.
Concomitantly, and despite the prolonged depolarization of GI,
the amplitudes of transient AGR spike-evoked synaptic poten-
tials were also modulated by the psn stimulation, as is evident
both in the data samples of Figure 9B, which shows superimposed
AGR-spike triggered traces from the indicated positions in Figure
9A, and in the corresponding EPSP amplitude measurements of
Figure 9C. In control conditions in this experiment, AGR im-
pulses elicited EPSPs with mean amplitudes of 5 � 0.1 mV in GI,
but immediately after the psn stimulation, the AGR-evoked GI
EPSPs had increased to 7 � 0.1 mV and only returned to control
amplitudes after a further 100 s. This long-lasting potentiation of
AGR’s excitation of GI by PSR was not observed for AGR’s exci-
tatory synapse onto the CG interneuron (data not shown).
Therefore, the selective enhancement of the AGR-to-GI synapse
by PSR input would participate in further assisting the AGR-
mediated GI activation that is necessary for the prolonged switch
to the type 2 gastric motor pattern seen in Figure 7. This increase
in AGR’s ability to excite the GI interneuron by PSR could be
caused by a region-specific presynaptic modulation of neuro-
transmitter release from AGR’s axon terminals or by a direct

Figure 8. Transient synaptic and modulatory actions of PSR on AGR’s axon terminals. A, Intracellular recordings from near to
AGR’s axon terminals in a CoG (see schematic) showing IPSPs occurring at constant latency after single-pulse psn stimulation
(stim), which were diminished and then reversed by tonic AGR hyperpolarizing current injection (A1). A2, These psn-elicited IPSPs
(by psn stimulation at arrowheads) attenuated spontaneous AGR when the IPSP and impulse coincided (asterisk). B, Slower
time-base recording showing that psn train stimulation (20 Hz, 2 s) caused a sustained membrane depolarization (compare with
bottom dotted line) and attenuation of spontaneous spikes (top dotted line) in a recorded AGR axon terminal, with both effects
outlasting the psn stimulation. The presynaptic inhibition of AGR by psn is indicated with a stick and ball symbol (in bold) in the
schematic at bottom right.
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action on the excitability of the postsynaptic GI neuron itself; we
were unable to distinguish between these two possibilities be-
cause of the changes in GI membrane potential and conductances
that PSR induces (Fig. 6A,B).

Discussion
The aim of this study was to explore the cellular and synaptic
mechanisms involved in the integration of primary afferent in-
formation arising from two different proprioceptive systems that
impinge on the same central motor network. To address this
issue, we used the lobster stomatogastric nervous system, which
has already been extensively described in terms of identified pro-
prioceptive inputs (Simmers and Moulins, 1988a; Katz et al.,
1989; Combes et al., 1995; Beenhakker et al., 2004, 2007), their
interneuronal projection pathways, and target motor circuitry
(Harris-Warrick and Katz, 1990; Marder and Calabrese, 1996;
Combes et al., 1999a,b; Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002; Blitz et
al., 2004). Here, we show that sensory input from one proprio-
ceptor, the PSR, modifies the influence on the gastric mill net-
work of another mechanoreceptor, AGR, via a combination of
convergent postsynaptic actions on common projection inter-

neurons and presynaptic interactions between two afferent path-
ways themselves. Figure 10 summarizes our results and shows the
synaptic pathways recruited by AGR discharge alone (Fig. 10A)
or in combination with PSR activation (Fig. 10B). Without PSR
input, a moderately activated AGR influences the gastric motor
circuit mainly through its excitation of the CG projection neuron
(Fig. 10A), which in turn drives gastric network output in a type
1 pattern in which the lateral teeth (LPG) and medial tooth (GM)
power-stroke motoneurons fire in phase opposition (see also Fig.
2A). During coincident AGR and PSR activation (Fig. 10B1) or
after elevated discharge in the latter (Fig. 10B2), the same stimu-
lation of AGR elicits a switch in gastric circuit output to the type
2 pattern, in which LPG and GM motoneurons fire coordinately.

We have identified several complementary presynaptic and
postsynaptic, short- and long-lasting PSR actions that alter
AGR’s influence on the gastric motor network. First, PSR presyn-
aptically inhibits AGR’s axon terminals both by transient hyper-
polarizing IPSPs and by slowly decaying depolarizing potentials,
which together result in a reduced ability of the terminal mem-
brane to support action potentials. Second, PSR partially com-

Figure 9. PSR causes long-lasting facilitation of AGR’s excitatory input to the GI interneuron.
A, A 10 s, 20 Hz psn stimulation (stim) elicited a slowly decaying membrane depolarization of an
intracellularly recorded GI neuron. B, Superimposed (5 sweeps per panel) AGR spike-evoked
EPSPs (from recording in A, indicated by numbers) showing a long-lasting psn-induced increase
in their amplitude. Note that the intracellular traces were aligned horizontally to the same
baseline for amplitude comparison. C, Group analysis from three trials showing a significant
increase (**p � 0.01, Dunnett’s ANOVA posttest) in GI EPSP amplitude that lasted �20 s after
psn stimulation. This facilitating action of PSR on the AGR-to-GI synapse is shown (in bold) in the
schematic at bottom right.

Figure 10. Summary of convergent proprioceptor-mediated regulation of gastric network
activity. A, Moderate AGR discharge drives a type 1 gastric pattern principally via excitation of
the intercalated CG projection neuron (see also Fig. 2 A). B, Coincident AGR and PSR activity
excites both the CG and GI projection neurons and elicits a type 2 gastric pattern (B1; see Fig. 5).
Because of long-lasting actions of PSR at different presynaptic and postsynaptic loci, moderate
AGR input after a recent PSR discharge leads to a prolonged switch to the type 2 gastric pattern
(B2; see Fig. 7).
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pensates for the likely resulting decrease in synaptic effectiveness
by potentiating AGR’s excitation of the GI interneuron but not of
CG. Third, the biasing of information transfer from AGR
through GI is further reinforced by long-lasting PSR influences
on the excitability of the postsynaptic projection neurons them-
selves, involving a prolonged synaptic excitation and inhibition
of GI and CG, respectively.

Pivotal to these integrative processes is that inputs from the
two receptors are carried to the gastric motor circuit via the same
two projection neurons. Whereas PSR reaches the gastric net-
work through its excitation of the inhibitory GI interneuron (ex-
citatory CG being inhibited by the receptor), AGR’s input to the
motor circuit is mediated either by excitation of CG alone, or
through a coactivation of both interneurons (Combes et al.,
1999a). It is well known that the same premotor interneurons can
be targeted by different sensory systems (Lundberg, 1979;
Jankowska, 1992; Burrows and Laurent, 1993; Hultborn, 2006;
Hultborn and Nielsen, 2007). For example, a facilitatory interac-
tion between hindlimb muscle spindle and cutaneous afferents
resulting from their convergence onto common interneurons has
been described in cat (Kirkwood et al., 1987). Inputs from joint
receptors (Lundberg et al., 1978) and spindle afferents
(Jankowska and McCrea, 1983) also influence tension regulation
from Golgi tendon organs, again through convergence at the pre-
motoneuronal level. In locust, mechanosensory afferents from
different leg exteroceptors make central connections with the
same local interneurons (Burrows and Newland, 1994), and in
the stomatogastric system of crabs, mechanoreceptors other than
PSR and AGR also have access to motor circuitry via common
projection neurons (Blitz et al., 2004; Beenhakker et al., 2007).

In all cases, the convergence of sensory information at the pre-
motor level is thought to provide an integrating locus at which facil-
itating or competing input signals are summed or subtracted to
maximize the production of appropriate motor responses (Burrows
and Newland, 1994). However, although functionally different sen-
sory systems may share the same or overlapping subpopulations of
projection neurons, they can still elicit distinct patterns of motor
output when activated independently (Deliagina et al., 2002; Blitz et
al., 2004). Alternatively, two distinct proprioceptors may separately
exert similar effects on a target motor network by coactivating the
same projection neurons, but one proprioceptor can occlude the
excitatory actions of the other when the two sensory systems are
conjointly active (Beenhakker et al., 2007).

In our model, despite different actions on the same projection
neurons, two distinct mechanoreceptors are able independently
to exert qualitatively similar influences on gastric network out-
put, but when activated simultaneously or consecutively, they
produce a switch to a completely different output pattern. This
novel convergent action resides with the ability of one proprio-
ceptor (PSR) to select the intervening projection neuron pathway
through which sensory information from the second receptor
(AGR) is conveyed to downstream motor circuitry. It is interest-
ing that the rechanneling of sensory signals to motor circuitry has
already been documented in vertebrates, in which the feedback
control of voluntary limb movements depends on multisensory
convergence onto parallel interneurons that provide alternative
reflex pathways to motoneurons and the production of differing
forms of movement (Hultborn, 2001). Here, however, the rout-
ing of sensory information through these interneuronal pathways
is thought to be specified by descending supraspinal commands.

An important substrate for the biasing of AGR’s input to its
projection neuron targets resides with PSR’s ability to presynap-
tically inhibit AGR’s axon terminals. This direct PSR-to-AGR

connection evidently engages two distinct inhibitory mecha-
nisms: conventional synaptic inhibition and a slowly decaying
depolarization. Both processes, for which precedents have been
well described in the literature (Frost et al., 1985; Kretz et al.,
1986; Clarac and Cattaert, 1996; Nusbaum et al., 1997; Rudomin,
2002), constitute mechanisms for shunting or inactivating in-
ward currents giving rise to presynaptic impulses, thereby dimin-
ishing their size/duration with a resultant reduction in transmit-
ter release (Cattaert and El Manira, 1999). Unfortunately,
because input from PSR also exerts direct postsynaptic actions on
CG and GI, we were unable to establish whether the PSR-derived
presynaptic effects on AGR did indeed lead to a reduced influence
of the latter on the projection neurons.

Presynaptic inhibition resulting from convergent sensory–
sensory interactions has been documented in other invertebrate
motor systems, including central connections between afferent
terminals arising from the same insect leg proprioceptor (Bur-
rows and Laurent, 1993; Burrows and Matheson, 1994), or from
functionally distinct limb sense organs (Stein and Schmitz, 1999).
This inhibition is thought to serve as a gain control mechanism
that prevents saturation of postsynaptic responses and ensures
the appropriate tuning of posture and movement. The use of
presynaptic inhibition by one proprioceptor to bias another’s
access to motor circuitry has been recently reported in the gastric
mill system of crabs (Beenhakker et al., 2007). Here, however, and
notwithstanding the possibility of additional direct sensory–sen-
sory interactions similar to those found in our study, the site
identified for receptor-mediated presynaptic inhibition is located
in the downstream axon terminals of postsynaptic projection
neurons rather than in primary afferent terminals (see also Been-
hakker et al., 2005).

In parallel with PSR’s ability to presynaptically inhibit AGR,
PSR facilitates AGR’s activation of the GI neuron, thereby offset-
ting the reduction in AGR’s excitatory drive to both the CG and
GI projection neurons. We do not know whether this additional
PSR action at the AGR-GI synapse, which appears to involve a
modulatory process, derives from a selective enhancement of
transmitter release from AGR’s presynaptic terminals with GI
and/or from an increase in postsynaptic responsiveness. Al-
though distinguishing experimentally between these two possi-
bilities is again rendered difficult because of PSR’s concomitant
excitation of GI, clearly such influences acting in combination
with PSR-mediated inhibition of CG would ensure that incoming
mechanosensory signals from AGR are routed preferentially to
the gastric motor network via the GI interneuron. Furthermore,
the involvement of PSR modulatory actions in this biasing pro-
cess provides a mechanism by which the two proprioceptors may
interact centrally in a manner that extends over several cycles of
gastric motor activity and is therefore relatively independent of
the timing of peripheral receptor activation.

The present work thus adds to our understanding of the way
in which distinct sensory systems are able to regulate motor net-
work activity, and in particular, points to the extent to which
convergent afferent signaling is processed at first-order synapses
in sensorimotor pathways. Although studies on a variety of sys-
tems (Clarac and Cattaert, 1996; Parker and Grillner, 1996; El
Manira et al., 1997; Nusbaum et al., 1997; Rudomin, 2002; Frost
et al., 2003), including the crustacean stomatogastric system
(Beenhakker et al., 2005, 2007), have identified integrative roles
for various mechanisms at primary afferent synapses, how such
multiple processes enable converging input pathways to direct
their information to downstream rhythmically active motor cir-
cuitry has thus far not been described. It should also be noted that
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unlike the solitary AGR neuron, PSR is a multicellular stretch
receptor whose dendrites terminate in the stomach wall (Dando
and Laverack, 1969). It is therefore possible that the physiological
activation of PSR is not equivalent in all its component cells, but
that they are recruited differentially according to muscle move-
ment and/or stomach distention. It is possible, therefore, that
biologically relevant activation of PSR, rather than en bloc nerve
stimulation as used in our in vitro experiments, will reveal an even
wider range of integrative processes than those described here.
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